The Power to Protect.

Are you looking to protect your valuable Networking, IT or Telco infrastructure from damaging voltage surges? Need a low cost but effective solution for wide scale deployment that prohibits the usage of full scale UPS systems?

The new LMS Data SurgePro range of Voltage Surge protected Power Distribution Units (PDU) allow just that sort of protection for your equipment. Featuring the latest in Metal Oxide Varistor (MOV) technology, the SurgePro will block any input voltage surges up to around 4 times the nominal input voltage, meaning your IT Networking Switches, Servers, NAS devices and PBX devices will run for longer and thus reduce system downtime.

Coupled with a high-visibility, robust Neon Rocker Switch for precise control, together with spaced UK-type electrical sockets means this new range of Surge protected PDUs are ideal for both Data and Telco applications and means an increase in MTBF of your attached equipment, 24/7.

Featuring…

Voltage Surge Protected Power Distribution
MOV (metal oxide varistor) Surge technology
TSD (transient suppression diode) Spike prevention
Surge system LED confirmation
Standard mounting brackets included
Standard UK type sockets; rated 13A; 12 Way
Protected Neon On/Off Switch
Generous 1.8 approx. metre high-load UK cable